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I. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we shall be interested in the Cauchy integral 
F(z) = jrfp$ (1-l) 
and in expressing the gapf(< -1 ) -f(< -) or the value 
af(< -) -t (1 a)f(5 +) 
in terms of F(z) when z approaches 5. 
We shall prove, under certain restrictions, that the following two formulas 
hold: 
( 
??J, I Y* = 
2lr )f& -1 + (1 - y1 2+n y2 )f(Ll +), (1.3) 
where q+, is the angle between the tangent to r and the positive direction of 
the teal axis. 
Formula (1.2) somewhat generalizes Muskhelishvily’s result [ 1, p. 841 
and (1.3) generalizes a result of Priwalow. [2, pp. 130-1391 
Results on the Cauchy Stieltjes integral and in case the “determining 
function” f(4) is a distribution are also achieved. 
The conditions on r andf(<) that we assume in most of the theorems are 
weakened in the remarks and corollaries of Section 5. This is an attempt not 
to obscure the main ideas of the theorems by some alternative conditions. 
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2. THE GAP THEOREM 
In this section we shall obtain gap theorems for the Cauchy and Cauchy- 
Stieltjes integral. For these theorems we need an assumption on the curve r. 
We whall call a simple, directed curve r, smooth [2, pp. 7-81 if r is the 
map of [0, e], l(s) : [0, e] --f r, where 4(O) is the beginning point of r (or 
any point if r is closed) t’( s is continuous and s the length of the part of r ) 
from l(O) to t(s). Obviously d<jds = e i+) where q(s) is the angle between the 
tangent to the curve and the positive direction of the real axis. 
We definef(&, f 0) c,, = [(s,) as the numbers satisfying 
or 
I 
“*’ ei+)[f(5(s>) - f(5, 31O)l ds = 44 77-o-t (2-l) 
so 
I r:““’ [f(C) -f(r;, + 0)] 4 == O(l 50 - 5(s,, f 7) I) = o(v) T-+0+ 
(2.2) 
where the integral in (2.2) is from [,, to [(s,, f 7) on r. 
It is easy to see that the existence off(t;, & 0) is a weaker assumption than 
the existence of 
(From the simple case where r is part of the real axis one can easily see it is 
actually weaker). 
The notation above will be used throughout the paper. 
Muskhelishvili [1, p. 841 proved that in the case where r is sectionally 
smooth andf(l;) h as a finite number of discontinuities, then at a discontinuity 
point 5, 
w4 = ML +I -ml -1) 1% Kz - t;o)-‘I + FL&) 
and F,,(z) is a bounded function which tends to a limit as z tends to &, . 
The following theorem is a generalization of Muskhelishvili’s result in a 
somewhat different setup that yields also a result on the Cauchy Stieltjes 
integral. 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose 
(1) ru u m00th curoe, 
(2) f(5) is integrable on r, 
(3) 
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where L’ the length of r 
(4) co [(so) t r bothf(~,, -1. 0) esist. 
Then for each YJ f  m 
IfiF+ he --f i(h+y)F’(&, ;- he”h+‘j’J) =f‘(<,, + 0) .--./(<, O), 
where rp,, = ~(5,). 
(2.3) 
PROOF. One can choose 5 so that 
(a) 1 j”“” eim(s) [f(<(s)) -f(& -I- 0)] ds 1 d E . 1: for 0 -: 7 ,-I 5 
s-3 
(b) 1 I’ eiecs)[f (t(s)) -f(& - 0)] ds 1 < E . 7 for 0 < 77 i 5 so-” 
(c) c(s), for s satisfying - { < s - sa < 5, is between the two lines 
(creating an angle of 2~) passing through [(s,) and with angles q+, + E and 
CJI,, - E with the real positive axis. (C < Y/2, or (Y - n~)/2 should be chosen 
but this does not lead to any difficulty since ‘P is constant.) 
(4 / L’(s) - 5(so) I 3 4 / s - s,, ! for 1 s - s,, 1 < 5 (using the mean value 
theorem separately for the real and imaginary part and the smoothness of F 
near 5,). Let rs be the map of [sa - 6, s,, 7 61 by t(s) 
lgs) : [so - 6, so + S] + r, . 
d[ = F,(z) + F,(z) (2.4) 
F?(z) is analytic at [,, for any positive 5 and therefore 
lim hF’([, f  
h-O+ 
heih-yl) = fiy+ hFl’(&, + he’(%+y)) (2.5) -B 
eids) & 
h jI:-, (I(s) - to - heih+yT z _ e-i(T,+P) + O(h) (h-+0 +) (2.6) 
and 
eiq(s) & 
h jys (5(s) - to - J&+Q+w)2 = - e--i(qo+‘J’) + O(h) (h-+0 ‘-). (2.7) 
Now it is enough to prove 
80 ei”8’[f(&)) -f(& - O)l dc G @ + O(h)) 
Fo.-S (I(s) - (Ccl + ~‘(Q+‘)N2 I 
h-+0 + (2.8) 
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and 
I s h so+s ei9P’8’[fm) -At;, + O)] ds < l + O(h)) PO (C(S) - (Co + hei(vo+v)))2 
We shall prove (2.8) and (2.9) will follow similarly. 
Define a(s) by 
(X(S) = Iso ef9b) MW> -No - O>l do for 
s 
Integrating by parts we obtain 
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h-,0 +. (2.9) 
so > s. (2.10) 
So ef’Yf(5(s>) -f(CO - WI ds 
so-8 (c(s) - (5, + hei%+‘f’)))2 
< h2 
I s 
So 
ef+) a(s) ds 
so-8 (5(s) - ([. + heicqo+y)))3 I I ’ 
wso - 8) 
([(so - 6) - (to + hef(qo-y)))z 1 
Using (b) we obtain 
Using (d) we obtain for s, - 6 < s < so - 4h 
I 5(s) - lo - hei(vo+y) j 3 1 C(s) - to 1 - h > 4 1 c(s) - to 1 . 
Using (c) we obtain so - 4h < s < so 
[ c(s) - to - hei(po+y) 1 2 h min (I sin (Y - e) I , 1 sin (!P + 6) I) = h 
whereO<iu< 1. 
Therefore 
1<2.h.c 
I 
so-4h 8 i s - so I ds + 2hr so 
So-8 I 5(s) - 50 I3 I so-4h 
1s--3;‘h+vO(h) 
G2'eh.e I 
so-4h ds 
3-8 (s - so)2 + 2h-2ea-s 2 r (4h)2 + EO(h) 
< (26 + 24~~) E + &O(h) h-O+. 
Q.E.D. 
The following theorem establishes a similar result for Cauchy-Stieltjes 
integral. 
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THEOREM 2.2. Suppose 
(1) r is a smooth curve. 
(2) a(() E B.1’. 
(3) F(z) = 1,s. 
Then for Y # nx and where y,, is the angle of the tangent of r with real 
positive axi>: 
,liy+ ei(p-ty) F([, + hei(‘o+‘)) = a(&, +) - a(&, -) (2.11) 
PROOF. The existence of a(& f) follows from (2). The rest of the proof 
follows similarly to Theorem 2.1. 
We can generalize Theorem 2.1 to include the end points of the curve r 
since we can consider that the curve continues but f (5) there is zero. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Suppose assumption (1)) (2), and (3) of Theorem 2.1 are 
sati$ed, then : 
(a) The etitence off([(O) + 0) implies 
/ixix+ ei(~o+y)F’([, + heic%+y)) = f (((0) + 0). (2.12) 
(b) The existence off (t(e) - 0) implies 
lim ei(qo+y)F’([O + hei(%+P)) = -f (t(L) - 0). 
h-10+ 
(2.13) 
Corollary 2.3 does not yield any result for the Cauchy Stieltjes integral. 
In Section 5 the case in which t’(s) h as a discontinuity at s,, is discussed. 
3. AN INVERSION FORMULA FOR THE CAUCHY INTEGRAL 
The result of this section together with some remarks in Section 5 will 
generalize Priwalow’s [2; pp. 130-I 391 inversion formula since no treatment 
of the inversion at a gap point off (1) is brought in [2]. 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose 
(1) r is a smooth curve. 
(2) f  (5) is L integrable on r. 
(3) W = J- [f  (0 4X - z. 
(4) Both f([, & 0) exist (as in (2.1)). 
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Then for r/4 < Yl , Y2 < (3/4)7T 
$$I+ &(F((” + he”%o+r;)) - F([, + h&(90-Y;))) 
= y1,+ny2f(s, -0) -+- (I - y1Ly2 )f(l;, -kO). (3.1) 
As a specially simple case we obtain: 
COROLLARY 3.1.a. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 we huve 
ijg & (F(5, + ihe’*) - F(5, - iheh)) = k (f (to - 0) + f  (to + 0)). 
(3.2) 
PROOF. For any 6 > 0 (we shall choose 6 later) 
I 1 = “+* ei9(‘)f (t;(s)) [r(s) _ 5O A hef(e,+~l) - s,-a qs) - to - ~%-W 1 ds 
(where I’s is the map of [s,, - 8, s,, + 61 by t(s)). By the analyticity of 
jr-,, [ f  (5) 4l/(5 - 4 at s = to we have 
z* -z3 = o(1) h-+0 +. (3.3) 
Therefore in order to prove (3.1) we have to evaluate Ii 
I1 = lJ~~-, + [“I ei9(s) hei90(eiy~ - eiya) f  (5(s)) 
- [(c(s) - 5,)2 - h([(s) - 5,) e%(e”J’l + e-‘ya) + h‘+?‘~po * ei(‘f’+‘a)]-l ds 
= l(l) + J(2)* (3.4) 
In order to calculate J(i) i = 1, 2 under the assumptions of our theorem we 
evaluate them first in case f  (t(s)) = 1. D enote J(i) in case f([(s)) = 1 by 
J*(i). We choose 6 < 8, so that for - 6, < s - s, < 8, 
(we shall choose c later: eic(s) - ef’o ’ < ‘I < loe2 1 . 
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By the above choice and the mean value theorem (applied to the real and 
imaginary parts separately) wc obtain c(s) co (s so) e”‘o + E?(S) where 
1 Q(S) i < 2~, . A short calculation ~1~0~~~:s that 
J*(l) = I:_, (1 (- E:,(S)) h(f=‘yl -- elya) 
0 
*[(s - so)2 + c4(s) (s -- so)* + h(s - so) (eiyl + eiya) 
+ h(s -- so) Q(S) + h2ei(Y’l+y?)]--l ds, (3.5) 
where I es(s) I < cl , I cd(s) I < 6r, and ; Q(S) I < 2~~ . 
For x/4 < YI , Y2 < (3/4) TT one can see by minimal consideration that 
for h > 0 and all real s 
Re {h-2(~ - 42 - h-l(s - so) (ei’f’l + &R) + ei(Yryz)} 
>, c _.. C(Yl ) Y*) > 0. (3.6) 
We can choose now l 1 (and respectively 6, so that the real part of the square 
brackets in (3.5) devided by h2 is bounded below by 9 C(YI , Y,). 
Define L( 1) by 
. [(s _ so)2 - h(s - so) (eiyp, + e”Pa) + h2ei(yrya)]-1 ds. (3.7) 
We shall estimate now J*(l) - L( 1). W e c an h g e in both integrals the variable 
to (T = (S - s,J//z and we set ef(s - s,,)/h = Ed. One can find that both 
8 02 > u2 + Re up* u2 + o(cos YI + cos ‘v,) + a Re E:(U) + cos (YI - YJ 
> p 
and 
are satisfied for 1 u 1 > 10. 
20 &4 I (8) + I ~84 I + I &4 I) u2 * [4-1041-1 do 
+ 1" 10' * 2(1&4 I -iit + I dl~.) I + I 4%~) I) - [S OP’1~2))21-’ do 
-10 
using relations between Q(u) and z1 we obtain 
~2S.~1+22.103C(Y1,Y2)-2fl = A .e,. 
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In order to find the value of J*(l) t i is enough now to calculate L(1). 
L(1) = ,y_, (Pl - &) h 
0 
. [cs -_ so)* _ h(s - so) (&YI -1 eiy2) $ h2e’(yryd]-’ ds 
So =; 
I 
[(s _ so) - h . ei’f’l]-l ds - 1’” [(s -- so) - he-iy2]-1 ds 
so-6 s,-6 
= Log (- heiyl) - Log (- 6 - heiY1) - I,Og (- heiyz) 
$ Log (- 6 - he%) 
taking the main branch of the logarithm we obtain 
= i(Yl - 7r) - i(- Y2 + 7r) - i(- 77) + i(+ x) + o(l) h-+0+ 
= i(u’, + U2) + o(l) h-+0 +. 
Therefore 
I /*(I)*-- i(Yl + Y2) I < 6 + o(l) h-0 + (3.8) 
and similarly one obtains 
l]*(2)-i(27r-Yl--Y2)I <,+0(l) h-+0+. (3.9) 
To prove part (a) of our theorem we have to estimate J(I) 
II 
*o 
< eWs) he%o(eiY1 - eiY2 ) LfM4) -ml - 4 So-6 
- [(t(s) - LJ4 - h([(s) - 5,) &o(e’yl j e-i’J’z) + h*&o &(‘f’l-‘f’z)]-l ds 
(integrating by parts and recalling the definition of 01(s) by (2.10)) 
< 1 ei4(eiy~ - eiy2) I 11 j” no-6 LX(S) heiq(s)[([(s) - 5,) - hetoo(e’yl + e’“)] 
* [(~Js,, - S) - &,)* - h([(s) - t;,) e%(e”J’l + e”‘P2) + h*ez+o ei(‘P1-Yi)]-2 ds 
+ 1 a(~,, - 6) h * [([(so - 6) - &,)2 - h([(s, - 6) - [,) e%(e”J’l + e”P2) 
+ h2e2ivo ei(Yl-Y2)]-l I} 
<2*e* 
I 
a’ {h-2 I s - s, I 1 5(s) - lo I + 2h-’ I s - s,, I} h-’ 
so-6 
* [I Re (h-*e-*‘+‘o([(s) - lJ* - h-le-‘vo(<(s) - &,) (e”J’l + e”f’a) 
+ ei(Y1-yz) 12]-1 ds + d)(h) h-+0+. 
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Estimating the square brackets as wc have done for (3.5) and (3.6) (using 
remark following (3.6)), h, g’ g c dn m variable and splitting the integral as done 
in estimating 1 j*(l) L(I) one sees that 
1 J(1) -- i(V, .:- ul,)f(<” -- 0) ..< EM - CO(h) h-4 0 ‘- . (3.10) 
By the same method 
J(2) - i(277 - Yl - ‘u,)f(& 0) / :C cdl!! ,0(h) h + 0 7 . (3.11) 
Q.E.D. 
REMARK. When 5s is either t(O) or c(C) (in case the curve is not closed) 
we have to assume the existence off([(O) f  0) orf([(e) - 0), respectively, 
and shall obtain formula (3.1) equatingf(l;(O) - 0) orf(l;(/) -.!- 0) respectively 
to zero. 
4. DISTRIBUTIONS AS “DETERMINING FUNCTIOSS” 
In this section we shall be interested in the case wheref(LJs)) of 
is a Schwartz distribution. We shall have to restrict r much more sincef({(s) 
will be a functional on ei+)([(s) -- z)-r which will serve as a test function. 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose 
(1) 5(s) : [WI -+ c 5(s) E cm, 
(2) 
(3) f(&)) is a Schwmtz distrdJution, 
(4) at &, E &so) If’-“‘(&, 4) andf’-“‘(l(s)) 
is regular as a distribution in a neighborhood of s,, ([3; p. 41). 
Then fog Y # nmp, = &,,) and k < 1 
lim (- l)k 
k-K.3 (h - l)! 
hkeikyF(&, + he i(rpg+y)) =,f’-k’(& +) e-f’-k’(&, -) (4.1) 
PROOF. The function F(z) is split as follows 
K h”(F,(z) + F*(Z) T F&J)). 
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F,(z) and F,(z) are analytic at &, and therefore 
hkF([, + heih+y)) = hkF2((, + h&hfy)) + O(hk) h + 0 + 
hkF,(z) = hk (& ,f (i(Q)) 
= hk 
Lh’( _ 
( 
eiv(8) +‘(s) 
(5(s) - 4 
= hk (;;;T;cl ,f I-x,cscs,,) 
,9wv.. v’k’(4s Gls) - 4) 
+ hk (p’e’p’*) - oJs) _ z)k *f ’ 
where P(Xr *** xk+s) is a polynomial in xi and therefore belongs to C’“O and 
since (s,, - S, s,, + 6) is of finite length both P(x~ ,... xkf2) = P(s) and 
(l/[{(s) - z])” can be continued to test functions. 
Now by a method similar to that of the proof of Theorem 2.1 taking 6 
so thatf(-k)({(s) is regular in [so - 6, s, + S] we have 
lim Z,(z + Zrei~%pofy)) = (- I)k (K - l)! e-ikP(f’-k)([O +) -f (-k)([O -)) 
h-O+ 
+ O(l) h--+0 i 
and 
lim Z,(z + W(Q+~)) =. o(h) 
h-10+ 
h-+0+. 
REMARK. It is well known that a distribution with compact support is the 
Kth derivative of a continuous function. Therefore it is enough for t(s) to 
have only a finite number of continuous derivatives. However, this number 
is fixed only when we know the order off (l(s)) as a distribution. 
5. REMARKS AND GENERALIZATIONS 
In this section some generalizations are brought out that are not given in 
the theorems of the previous sections. 
RJIMARK 5.1. The results of Theorems 2.1, 2.2, and 4. I hold uniformly 
for Yin any closed subinterval of (0, x) or (r, 277) and the result of Theorem 
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3. I holds uniformly fnr Yr and Ya in any closed subinterval of (r/4, (3/4) r). 
The uniformity results arc achieved 1)); almost the same estimation as was 
used in the proofs. 
REMARK 5.2. ‘I’hc restriction on r in ‘I’hcorcms 2.1, 2.2, and 3.1 can be 
weakened considerably. Supposc r is smooth in some neighborhood r, of 
<,, E I’then the only requirement necessary on I’ -. ZB is that F&z) defined by 
is analytic at z r$ r --- rs and therefore at a = <,, . This requirement shows 
that r need not bc smooth (not even sectionally smooth) or simple. r need 
not also be of finite length but then f(5) should be so that 
Jr-i-, (f(5hG - 4) 4 converges (conditionally) uniformly in a whole 
neighborhood of a : &, . 
REMARK 5.3. As a direct consequcncc from Remark 5.2 we can see that 
in part rr of r (not intersecting r,) d%(c) may substitute f(t) in 
Jr, (fW(5 - 4w f(5) nee d not be a function at all. It may in some sections 
of r be a continuous linear functional on functions g(<(s)) E C* but in these 
sections of r we require l(s) E CF. 
REMARK 5.4. In case the derivative of c(s) has a discontinuity point at s,, 
but is continuous in a neighborhood of s,, one can obtain results similar to 
those of Theorems 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3. Denoting v1 L= lim,,,, ~(s,, -- h) 
and ~a E lim,,,, y(sO $ h), and r + r, + r, , where r, is part of r 
ending at [(s,) and r, is the rest, one obtains the desired result by calculating 
the integrals on r, and r, separately. 
COROLLARY 5.5. Suppose assumptions (2), (3), and (4) of Theorem 2.1 
and the assumption on r of Remark 5.4 are satisfied, then for ?P # ram, 
p1 --- v2 + Y -# tzv we have 
$1-a, he” * VP,-Y) F’((, + h&1+y =,f(r;, + 0) -f (lo - 0). (5.2) + 
REMARK 5.5. A result similar to Corollary 5.5 in the Cauchy Stieltjes 
case can be derived from Theorem 3.1. 
COROLLARY 5.6. Suppose assumptions (2), (3), and (4) of Theorem 3.1 
and the assumption on r in Remark 5.4 are satisfid, then: 
(a) In case I~1-p)21<~~2(--<<9)1,g)z~~) am' 'J'l, ul,, ~1, 
?2 + Yl and q+ - ~~ + !Pz are between 7r/4 and 37~14 (3. I) still holds. 
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(b) In case 7~2 < I v1 - pz I < = and ul, , ul, , - y1 -t v2 - Yl , 
p1 - q2 - Y2 are between x/4 and 3x/4 (perhaps mod 277) then 
,ljl+ & [F(to + he”(ql+IP1)) - F(&, $ he”‘“l-“‘l))] 
We can prove now a quite simple result on the simple case 
(5.3) 
COROLLARY 5.7. Suppose f(t) is a real function, f(t) E&(a, b) for any 
- CO < a, b < CO, the integrals J’: (f(t) dt/(t - z)) and sf, (f(t)/(t - z)) dt 
converge (conditionally) uniformly in some neighborhood oft, and both f (t, f 0) 
exist 
lim LImF(t,, f ih) = Gf(t, --I- 0) 
h+O+ ni -k ;r (to - 0). P-5) 
PROOF. The realness off(t) implies F(f) = F(Z). The uniformity of the 
conveigencc of ( sfcc + ST} (f (t)/(t - z)) dt implies the analyticity of 
Therefore our corollary follows from Theorem 3.1 for ‘PI = u/, = v/2. 
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